
CSCE 531 Fall 2001FINAL EXAMFriday 01/12/14|Closed BookThe sum of all points is 170, but the maximum number of points attainableis 150.1 Short Questions{1 point eah; 14 points total1. What is the di�erene between a translator and a ompiler?2. What is the name of the mahine (\target mahine") whose language isthe target language of the ompiler that we are building in CSCE 531?3. What is the di�erene between the von Neumann arhiteture and theHarvard arhiteture?4. The TAM has a Harvard arhiteture. True or false?5. The TAM is a stak-based mahine. True or false?6. Why is it easier to write a ompiler for a target mahine with no registers?7. What are the three omponents of the state in the denotational semantisapproah1?8. What is a ross-ompiler?9. BNF prodution rules may desribe ontextual languages. True or false?10. BNF prodution rules and regular expressions have the same expressivepower. True or false?11. An emulator is an interpreter of soure ode. True or false?12. MCarthy's eval is an example of a reursive interpreter. True or false?13. What is the �rst argument of eval?14. What is the seond argument of eval?
1Every question on denotational semantis refers to the simple language desribed in lass.1



2 Semantis{5 points1. (5 points) Desribe (very briey) the semanti di�erene between om-mands, expressions, and delarations.3 BNF{6 points1. (2 points) In Pasal, an identi�er is a non-empty sequene of letters andnumbers that starts with a letter. Provide BNF prodution(s) to desribePasal identi�ers.2. (2 points) Provide a regular expression that desribes Pasal identi�ers.3. (2 points) Provide a deterministi �nite state automaton that reognizesPasal identi�ers.4 Compilation{12 points1. (2 points) List the three phases of ompilation.2. (2 points) What are the two kinds of onstraints that are heked in on-textual analysis?3. (4 points) Briey ontrast stati and dynami sope rules on the followingprogram:int x = 4; // a global variablemain{foo // a parameterless funtion{int x = 5;...}bar // another parameterless funtion{all foo;write x; // whih x?...}4. (2 points) Why is it impossible to write a one-pass ompiler for Java?5. (2 points) The argument you gave in answering the previous question doesnot hold for Pasal. Why? 2



5 Lexial Analysis{20 points(Parts of this question are from http://www.s.purdue.edu/homes/hosking/502/)Certain assemblers form their integer literals in the following way. Binary lit-erals onsist of one or more binary digits (0, 1) followed by the letter B; e.g.,10110B. Otal literals onsist of one or more otal digits 0 through 7 followedby the letter Q (sine O looks too muh like 0; e.g., 1234567Q). Hexadeimalliterals onsist of at least one deimal digit (0 through 9) followed by zero ormore hexadeimal digits (0 through 9 and A through F) followed by the letter H;e.g., 0ABCDEFH. Deimal literals onsist of at least one deimal digit optionallyfollowed by the letter D; e.g., 1234.1. (15 points) Draw the state diagram of an NFA (not a DFA) for these literalforms; you may use �-transitions.2. (5 points) Give a regular expression for the literals; you may use �.

6 Contextual Analysis{13 points1. (8 points) Briey desribe the di�erene between monolithi, at, andnested blok strutures and explain how this a�ets management of theidenti�ation table.2. (5 points) There are two ommon sope rules for the standard environ-ment. (One is used in C.) Contrast them briey.
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7 Code Generation{90 points1. (30 points) Some imperative programming languages (and most, if notall, funtional languages) have a onditional expression onstrut. Do notonfuse this with a onditional statement onstrut. For example, in C, theonditional expression is <ondition> ? <trueExpression> : <falseExpression>.The onditional expression evaluates to either <trueExpression>or <falseExpression>,depending on the value of <ondition>.There are two possibilities for the evaluation of this template.(a) The ondition is evaluated before the expressions. Then, only theappropriate expression is evaluated. (This is an instane of lazy eval-uation).(b) The ondition and both expressions are evaluated at the same time.The value of the appropriate expression is then returned. This is aninstane of eager (also known as strit) evaluation.Most (maybe all) programming languages implement the onditional ex-pression using lazy evaluation. Disuss the problems of eager evaluationin this ase. (Consider the possibility of side e�ets in expressions andexpressions that give rise to errors.)Write a ode template for Mini-Triangle for the onditional expressionwith lazy evaluation.
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2. (20 points) Write a ode template for Mini-Triangle for the blok expressionlet D in EThe delaration D is elaborated, and the resulting bindings are used in theevaluation of the expression E. The value of E is the value of the wholeblok expression.

3. (20 points) Write a ode template for Mini-Triangle for the mixed expres-sionbegin C; yield E; endHere the ommand C is exeuted (inluding side e�ets), and then E isevaluated.
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4. (20 points) Consider the following TAM assembly ode.0: PUSH 11: PUSH 12: LOADL 03: STORE (1) 0[SB℄4: LOADL 15: STORE (1) 1[SB℄6: JUMP 15[CB℄7: LOAD (1) 0[SB℄8: LOAD (1) 1[SB℄9: CALL add10: STORE (1) 0[SB℄11: LOAD (1) 1[SB℄12: LOADL 113: CALL add14: STORE (1) 1[SB℄15: LOAD (1) 1[SB℄16: LOADL 517: CALL lt18: JUMPIF(1) 7[CB℄19: LOAD (1) 0[SB℄20: CALL putint21: POP (0) 222: HALTThe TAM assembly ode is obtained by disassembling a Triangle program,parts of whih are given below. Complete the program.letvar sum : Integer;var i : Integerinbegin....putint(sum)end
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8 Interpretation|10 points1. (2 points) Sketh the iterative interpretation sheme.2. (2 points) List three kinds of languages for whih iterative interpretationworks well.3. (6 points) Consider the iterative interpretation of Mini-Basi.(a) What are three reasonable hoies for the representation of Mini-Basi ommands in the ode store?(b) Desribe the trade-o� involved in this hoie of representation.
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